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About Quantum Graphite Limited
Quantum Graphite is the ASX-listed owner of the century old
Uley graphite mine and the broader Mikkira Deposit located in
South Australia’s Eyre Peninsula, one of the world’s largest natural
coarse flake graphite deposits.
Company Highlights
• Only coarse graphite company that is fully permitted and
development ready (Uley 2) and has executed a binding
offtake agreement for the whole of its production with a major
European trading group.
• Only global flake graphite producer that has prequalified
with major European and north Asian manufacturers.
• Only graphite company that has a decades long history
of supplying major European and north Asian refractory
manufacturers.
• Only graphite company that has an exclusive arrangement
with Sunlands Co., a leading thermal energy storage
technology company for the supply of graphite.
• Only graphite company that has designed and developed
proprietary advanced processing technologies for the production
of graphite products for the energy/renewables industry.

The Uley 2 Project Overview
Status: DFS completed for Uley 2 (Stage 1)
Location: Eyre Peninsula, South Autralia; 20km west-south-west
of Port Lincoln
Government approvals: All approvals obtained pursuant to
Program for Environment Protection and Rehabilitation
Scheduled start of development: Q1 2023
Stage 1 mine life: 12 years (Stage 1)
Mineral Resources or Reserves (JORC 2012): Total Mineral
Resources 7.2Mt @ 11.10% TGC; Total Ore Reserves
4.3Mt @ 11.89% TGC
Stage 1 production level: Uley 2 processing plant will produce a
minimum of 55,000 tonnes of high purity coarse flake.
Processing path and methodology: Liberation of graphite
particles through crushing and grinding followed by floatation and
polishing sections. Multi-stage polishing critical to enhanced flake
graphite recoveries and maximising purity and coarse flake size.
Illustration of the Uley 2 pit and surrounding (green) extensions
to main Uley 2 ore body.

Offtake agreements in place: Binding offtake agreement
executed with Swiss trading group MRI Trading AG for 100% of
Uley 2 production for a minimum of 5 years.
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The Uley 2 (Stage 1) Project Technicals
Uley 2 Mining Study and Feasibility delivers strong financial metrics
Total undiscounted
cash flow

A$310.5million at a LOM TGC of 11.89%*

Crusher feed

500,000 tonnes per annum

Graphitic carbon grade

11.89%

Graphitic carbon recovery 84%
Concentrate purity

>95% graphitic carbon

Capital expenditure

A$79.98 million

Processing cost (PCAF)

A$55.3 per tonne

Mining cost (MCAF)

A$2.5/t milled at surface plus
5c for every 4m

Product Cost (Av LOM)

US$368

Product Price (Ex-works)

US$919 dmt

*Includes JORC 2012 Reserves and Resources

The Uley 2 Graphite Products
Processing path and production profile for Uley 2 will focus on
ultra high purity coarse flake of approximately 55,000 tonnes
per annum, details of flake is set out below.
Comprehensive met results confirm historical high quality
production mix
• Medium to Extra-Large Flake - 73% of overall production of gC
• Large and Extra-Large Flake purities - 97.2%gC and
97.8%gC respectively
• Process Recoveries - > 89% gC
Size Fraction Size Fraction
(μm)
(Mesh)

Approx. Weight
Dist. (%)

Graphitic C
Purity (%)

+300

+50

10.5

97.8

-300+150

-50+100

35.4

97.3

-150+75

-100+200

27.1

97.2

-75

-200

27.0

90.7

Structure

Board of Directors

Key Management and
Technical Partners

Shares on Issue 294,431,800 million.
On a fully diluted basis 323,003,229 million.

Bruno Ruggiero,
Chairman

Top 50 Shareholders >75%.

Bob Osmetti

Board Representation represents approximately >40% shareholding.

David Trimboli

Metallurgical, Steven Chadwick
(Spectrum Metallurgical Consultants)

Clean balance sheet – as at 31 December 2021 no term debt,
rehab liability of $0.56 million matched by security bond of
$1.07 million with South Australia Department of Energy and
Mining (DEM).

Sal Catalano,
Managing Director

Mineral Process Engineers
(Lycopodium Minerals)

Mine Engineer, Dr. Karen Lloyd
(Jorvik Resources)

Thermal Process Engineers
(ProTherm Systems)
High Temperature Research Partner
(TU Freiburg, INEMET)
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The Quantum Sunlands Partnership
Direct Participation in the New
Sunlands Co
Energy Markets
Potential Market

Figure 3: Installed TES capacity projections according to IRENA’s Paris Agreement-aligned
Transforming Energy Scenario

Figure 3: Installed TES capacity projections according to IRENA’s Paris Agreement-aligned
Transforming Energy Scenario
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• captive long term market for its products;
• superior product pricing compared to its peers;

Note: Heating projections are not in the scope of this analysis due to a lack of data on aquifers and small-scale
distributed TES (e.g. residential water tanks). Nonetheless, growth in the installed capacity of these technologies is
expected given their versatile use from short to seasonal scale.
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Note: Heating projections are not in the scope of this analysis due to a lack of data on aquifers and small-scale
distributed TES (e.g. residential water tanks). Nonetheless, growth in the installed capacity of these technologies is
expected given their versatile use from short to seasonal scale.
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QSP Delivers Massive Potential
Demand for Uley Flake
Key metrics
• 5 tonnes of flake graphite is required for 1MWh of storage
“There are several options that could move
the dial on emissions from existing coal-fired
power plants besides limiting their lifetimes.
These include: retrofitting with CCUS or
biomass co-firing equipment; repurposing
facilities to focus on providing power system
adequacy and flexibility...”
“Conventional sources of flexibility in the form
of power plants and interconnections have long
maintained the reliability of power systems
around the world. Today thermal power plants
provide the bulk of the flexibility required by
many electricity systems and this remains the
case to 2040... This is made possible by the
retrofitting of existing thermal power plants,
which helps increase ramp rates…”
Chapter 6.9- 6.12 Outlook for Electricity
IEA World Energy Outlook 2019

• up to 4x this tonnage may be required for a commercial
installation
• Sunlands Co. estimates it will require approximately 40% of
the Company’s production to deliver 150MW of dispatchable
storage for a continuous 8 hour period.
Major application opportunities
• Retro-fitting of Sunlands Co. storage systems to existing
coal fired power stations is one of the major global
application opportunities
• Most Australian coal fired power stations are scheduled to
cease operation in the next 15 to 20 years
• Demand from retrofitting Australian power stations only is
likely to exceed 100% of QGL’s production over the next
decade

The DFS results do not include the financial contribution of the QSP on the overall Uley 2
Stage 1 IRR. QGL has commissioned an Australian market study of the National Electricity
Market which has determined the potential contribution of QSP. The potential financial impact
of QSP and its contribution to Uley 2 is summarised at https://bit.ly/3OTIHOl.
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